ITALIA SNAPPED EN ROUTE NORTH

MAN AND WIFE HURT IN CRASH

Building Restrictions may ruin your plans

An unusual photo of the Italian pair dirigible Italia, stopped while passing over the city of Stockholm, Sweden, on route for America, carrying General Umpgah's North Pole expedition.

ENGINEER SPEAKS AT U. OF M. MEET

Yellow Creek Club Officers Commend Engineer in Ad

2 E. Ironsbaugh of 722 Loomis street, transportation engineer of the American Iron & Steel Institute, spoke at a meeting of the University of Michigan Mechanical Engineering class in this city yesterday.

Mr. Ironsbaugh was "motor vehicles engineer," and through the medium of a number of officers, introduced the motor as a factor in the city, he pointed out the relative importance of time costs and operating costs in the operation of a city.

particularly stressed the development of city schools, the necessity of a policy of motor vehicle operation. Mr. Ironsbaugh pointed out the importance of traffic and transportation and the determination for city planning and control it is necessary to have a clear picture of the transportation of the city.

Mr. Ironsbaugh and family recently moved to Birmingham from Batesville, Miss., where he was employed by the Pullman Company. The Pullman Company is engaged in the manufacture of motor vehicles.

Mr. Ironsbaugh is recognized as a leading authority on transportation costs and as a leading authority on transportation engineering.

SPECIALS

in GOODYEAR TIRES

Here's a special opportunity to get "all set" on your tire problems for the entire summer.

Put on new Goodyears now - special offers make it possible for you to enjoy a trouble-free trip over Decoration Day.

S-P-E-C-I-A-L

30 x 3½ Speedway Cord . . . $4.95
29 x 4.40 Speedway Cord . . . $6.05

Other Sizes in Proportion

If you like, we'll take your old tires in trade on brand-new, stout Goodyear All-Weather Tread Balloons—one or a complete set, just as you say. We'll make you a fair allowance for every mile that is left in your old tires, and put the new ones on free. Goodyear Pathfinders are made for the man who wants a low-priced tire, but isn't satisfied with anything but high-grade merchandise. Pathfinders are high-grade tires in every respect. Only the prices are low.

You can't buy mileage any cheaper .

You can't buy mileage any cheaper . . .

TRUCKING

OF ALL KINDS

Asha Collected

Truckers Removed

George Washington Smith - Developer

Address: Franklin Village, Michigan

Phone: Birmingham 1797

Open: Evenings

F. E. STERNAL

WOODWARD AND DAINES

PHONE NO. 9

SERVICE CARS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE